A Quality Meal at Every Stop.

We offer a variety of meal plans and pricing created with convenience in mind to accommodate students’ busy lifestyles. Our meal plans provide great value, allowing you to eat at any dining hall, any time of day (during regular hours), as many times as you want.

Here is a brief outline of our meal plan options. Each plan features Meals to Go, takeout meals available from any dining hall. Also included are Meal Exchanges which can be used in the Union Court as an alternative to eating in the dining halls during peak lunch hours. Residence hall students must choose from one of these plans each semester they are living on campus.

**Premier Plan**

$2,480 /semester

Unlimited meals in dining halls
10 Guest Passes
32 Meals to Go or Meal Exchanges
$300 Dining Dollars

**Campus Plan**

$2,380 /semester

Unlimited meals in dining halls
6 Guest Passes
16 Meals to Go or Meal Exchanges
$200 Dining Dollars

**Core Plan**

$2,180 /semester

Unlimited meals in dining halls
2 Guest Passes
6 Meals to Go or Meal Exchanges

**Swipe Plans**

Provide a set number of admissions to the dining hall(s) of your choice; Swipes can also be used for a Meal to Go or a Meal Exchange.

Swipe Meal Plans are available to all students living in UNH campus apartments, as well as commuters and those living in off-campus housing. Choose the Swipe Plan that meets your needs.

- 50 / $471 / Averages 3 meals per week
- 75 / $672 / Averages 5 meals per week
- 100 / $852 / Averages 6 meals per week
- 150 / $1,212 / Averages 9 meals per week

Best VALUE!

*Dining Dollars* are debit dollars that can be used at most Dining locations as well as Dunkin’ Donuts®, most on-campus vending machines, online and mobile orders. Get a 5% discount at the register when you use your Dining Dollars. Included with the Premier and Campus Plans!

Meal plan prices are subject to change.

unh.edu/dining/plans